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                                  ABSTRACT

        Absolute rneasurement of 7-quanta from the Li-p reactien was performed by
     Kough's method. By using this result, the eMciency of the 7-monitor was calibrated
     and the Pb thick-walled G-M counter was also calibrated which was previously used
     in our laboratory.

        Discussions are given en the determination of the absolute number of 7-quanta
     with the previous 7-counter as well as en the abselute cross sectien values of (7,n) re-

     actlons.

1. Intreductien

    Up to the present, several measurements on the cross sections of photo-nuclear

reaction by Li-p "r-ray have been performed in our laboratory (1), in which the

absolute number of the r-ray flux was measured with Pb thick-walled G-M counter (2)

whose ethciency was calculated theoreticaily (3).

    In the present work we determined the absolute number of Li-p 7-ray fiux by

using Hough's rnethocl (4), and then calibrated the ethciency of the 'f-rnonitor ceunter,

with which we measured (n n) cross sections of Cu63, Zne` and Agi09 for Li-p 7-ray.

Furthermore, using this resuit, we evaluaeed experimenta!ly the ethciency of the Pb

thicl<-walled G-M ceunter for Li gamma ray (hereafter we shall call this the `previous

7'-counter') and tried to correct the photo-nuclear cross sections obtained by the previous

experlments (1).

2. Experi!nental method and apparatus

    Hough's method may be summarized as follows : When a thin metal foil is placed

in front of a Geiger counter on the passage of ?'-rays, the counting rate of the counter

will increase due to secondary electrons frorn inetal foil prodgced by 7-rays: From

Åíhis excess counting rate and the electronic cross sectien of ?'-ray for a converter

material, we can obtain the r-ray flux at the position of the converter foil. Fig. 1

shows schematic view of the apparatus used in the present measurement.

    We can expect that a G-M counter can count almost all the secondary electron$
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                      converting electron F : converter foil
                                      S: 7-ray source
                     7-ray W: inner shield of
                                      M: monitor counter

                      if tlte latter foil is sufficiently thin

                   thin aRd wide'{`.

                      the counter is given as follows:

                      Nc (w) = Nco-ynvA-MOw5e ,

                   counter with Pb foil of w gram,
                   counter without Pb foii,
                 r-quanta per cm2 at the positien of the

                absorption cross section of Pb for I,i-p r-ray

                    14.8 Mev r-rays),
                    Pb converter foil (gram),

                 number,
                 weight of Pb.

The r-monltor counter to be calibrated was in operation together with the

                      ratio of N.(w) to the count of r--monitor
                   converter. Then, Eq. (1) becomes

              Nc(W)/NM ==: IVce/IVM-i- (ny/NM) (Ao/M)w3e .
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             (l)
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We used end-window type G-M count-

ers whose mica windows are about
2mg per cm2 thick for both the con-

verter counter and a B-counter in the

r-monitor counter. The construction of

the latter ls shown in Fig. 2.

    The ratio ,IV.e/NM should be as

small as possible to ensure the accuracy lcm
                                                                     -of measuremeBts. For thiS PUrPOSe Fig. 2. 7rnonitor counter•
special care was taken for arrange-

ments of the apparatus as follows: (1) The dimension of the slit in Fig. 1 was so

chosen that the r-ray flux through it suMciently covered the converter foil (1 cmip) and

did not collide the G-M counter wall, (2) Helmholtz coils and Pb blocks were arranged

as shown in Fig. 1 aRd Pb blocks were hollowed at the backward of the counter, (3)

the magnetic field of the Helmholtz coils was used to rernove secondary electrons from

the surrounding materials, the intensity of which was about 1,600-w2,OeO gauss at

the center of the coils, and so all e}ectrons of energy of about 5Mev or Iess were

defiected and cottld not reach the 3-counter tube, (4) the inside surface of the shield

was covered with wood of 2cm thick, so that the secondary electrons from it were

fewer than Pb (low Z) and also the secondary electrons from the inside surface of

the shields were partly absorbed, and (5) the converter was held with `cello tape' iR

front of the mica window of the G-M converter counter.

    In this experiment, the alignment of r source-slit-converter-counter system is very

important and so we ascertained these alignment in every run byaspecial jig. The

slit of 5mrnÅë was placed just before the Li-target in order to define the posltion of

the 7 source as well as possible.

3• Results

    The ratio AT.(w)/NM is plotted against various thicknesses (w =O, O.1881, O.2640,

O.3533 and O.4989 grams) of the converter foils in Fig. 3, in which a solid line is a

best fit by the method of least squares usiRg Eq. (2). From this slope of the straight

line, we find

                         ny/A[M = (5.12Å}• O.62) Å~10-,

where we have used a,==(19.6it O.12) barn as the electronic absorption cross sectioR

of Pb for Li-p r-ray, averaged over 17.6Mev and 14.8Mev r-rays (5).
    Consequently, the total number of r-quanta, N•, emitted from a target is given

as follows for one count oÅí the monitor counter placed at a distance of 31.7cm from

the "r-source:

zZ// Pb
'

-
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    We examined tlte variation of ATM(d)/No against d2, by changing the distance

between the -r-rnonitor counter and the )'-ray source, where IVo is the count of another

fixed r-monitor couRter. This resuit indicates that the inverse square law holds

neariy we!1.

    The error of the result is considered to come from several origins: namely, w, 'o'e,

R, counting-losses of electrons from the converter foil, the absorption of the r-ray by

the converter foil, and the statistical error of the B-counting. For w, e-. and R, each

error is one per cent or less respectively and can be neglected. The counting-loss

of electrons is negligible for Li-p r-rays as slaown in Appendix. The absorption of

7'-ray by the converter foiHs about 3 per cent for Pb foil of 500mg/O.8cm2, but the

correction for this was not done. After all, the statistical error is the largest source

of errors. Thus the errors of the measured values as shown in Fig. 3 are only the

statistical ones of the B-counting. The counting stability of each coanter was checked

in every measureinent with constant r-source placed at the fixed positioR.

    It is an essential defect oE Hotigh's method that some degraded r-rays may exist
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among the incident r-rays at the position of converter foil. For the case of LFp

r-ray, most of them are produced in the forward direction by Compton scattering,

and so we tried to redttce them by using the s!oped slit.

    Another attention was paid to mal<e use of a fresh Li metal target every day,

because the contamination of the carbon oR the target produces the Ci2-p r-ray.

Further, we measured the spectrum of the Li-p r-ray by a Nal crystal scintillation

counter with the dimensions oÅí 5 inchx4 inch immediately after the experiment and

it was found that the contarnination of C'2-p r-ray was negligibly smail throughout

the experiment.

4• The cross sections of Cu63, Znfi`, Agi09 (r, n) reactio"s

    Using the results for the r-ray flux thus obtained, we measured the cross sections

of Cu63, Zn6`, Ag'eg (r, n) reactions for Li-p )'-rays.

    Li meta! targets of thickness of e.5 rnrn were bombarded wiÅíh magnetically analysed

protons wkich were accelarated to 500Kev by a Cockcroft generator and whose
intensities were about 50 ptA--vlOO ptA. These r--rays were irradiated to sample discs

made of copper, zinc and silver respectively, and the (r, n) cross sectiens of these

nuclei were determined by the activation method.

    The size of the proton

beam spot was about 8 mm in

diameter, and the distance

between the sample disc and
                                                                           disc
the r-ray source was 14.5 mm,

the former having been fixed

on the target box with aia

aluminium jig as shown in

Fig. 4.

    The samp}e discs used
are all of diameter of 20 mm,

and lmm thick for copper

and silver and O.6rnm thick O 1 2crn
fOr zinc respectively. These Fig• 4• 7source and satnple holder.

dimensions were the sarne as the monitor disc's, which had been tised by one of

the present aRthors in the rneasurement of the 14Mev neutroit reaction cross section

(6). In the B counting we aiso used the same counting system as that used in the

previous measurement by means of the 14Mev neutron (see Fig. 5).

    The cross sections obtained are shown in Tab}e I. In this tcnbie A is decay con-

stant, S ls specific activity, Cc is geometrical correction factor and Ck is correction

m.'
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      concerning the branching

ratio between the positron emis-

sion and the orbital electron cap-

ture. The error of the cross
section va!ues mainly comes from

the error in tke determination of

r-ray flux which is about 13.0oi.

In the estimation of the cross

section by the 17.6Mev r-rays

only, we adopted Walker and

Reaction IAi Min-1

Cu63(7, n)Cu62

Zn64(7,n)Zn63

Agi09(7,n)Agi08

O.0695

O.O18

e.295

s Car

2.84Å} 3%
3.80:!F:10(26

s.o3t 7r/o

4.79Å}-2%

480Å}49/o

4.72Å}3"/o

Ck

2.043

1.075

1.00

(Li-P•7)

 mb
(17.6 Mev)
   mb

37.7Å}15% i

20.7Å}18% i
54.6 i:16% l

42.5

23.3

61.5

McDaniel's data (5) as the intensity ratio of the 17.6Mev !ine to the 14.8Mev line

in the Li-p r-rays, and used the averaged value of several experimental data by the

bremsstrahlung (7) as the (r, n) cross section ratio of the 17.6 Mev line to 14.8 Mev

line : a(17.6 Mev)/a(14.8 Mev)=1.76.

5. The eMcieney of the previous "r-counter
    The previous r-counter which had been used in our laboratory has been constructed

to be suitable for high energy r-ray counting (2). Its construction is shown in Fig. 6.

Whenever tkis counter was used as a r-monitor, it was shielded by 10.5mm thick

lead and its center wire was placed vertically to r-rays.

ft'

Fig. 6. Reconstructed

ctwwwww

O1234 previous 7 counter.

E/h
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    The number of r-quanta, Nv, emitted from a target in 4rr-steradian has been
obtained from the following equation :

                              Nve-MX4rrar,op=Nprev, (3)

where

    Nprev: count of the previous r-counter,

    rp : ethciency of the previous r-counter,
    a : sensitive area of the previous r-counter,

    r : distance between the r-source and the previous r-counter*,
    lt : practical absorption coethcient of }ead, which was determined experimen-
           tal}y to be O.53 cm-i,

    x : thickness of the X-ray shield (being 10.5mm).

We tried to reconstruct carefully the previous r-counter as well as possible.

    Thus, the plateau siope was about 69o' per 100 volts and the applied voltage was
1150 V.

    Using the result for Ny as given in bR3 and assumingato be2cmx2cm, we
liave calculated by Eq. (3) the efficiency of the previous r-counter, v, for Li-p r-rays,

obtaining

                                mp == 15.3Å}O.29oi ,

the error indicated arising mainly from the measurement of N•.

    So far we have adopted the value of 229oi for rp which was calculated by Sonoda.

No agreement is found between these two values of 'o wlthin experimental errors.

Now, if the present value of 15.39o" is used for the eMciency, the cross section value

of Cu63(n n)Cu62 reaction for Li-p 'r-rays obtained by Shimizu (1), for example, is

reduced from 77.5mb to 33mb. This corrected value is not inconsistent with our

experimental value obtained by the present work (see bR4).

    The discrepancy between the calculated and experimentai values for the eraciency

of the previous r-counter seems to be at least partly due to the X-ray Pb-shield.

    In Eq. (3), the effect of the X-ray shield for the r-ray counting is represented

only by a multiplication factor empa", in which pt is the practical absorption coethcient

which was obtained by changing the thickness of lead shield. If, however, the Pb

thick walled G-M counter is used as a monitor with X-ray shield, it seems to be

reasoRable that the similar calculations to that for the Pb thick wall must be' also

rnade for the X-ray shield. Further, the spectra of gamma rays filtered through the

X-ray shield will become quite different from the spectra of the orlginal r-rays.

Hence it is considered to be unreasonable that the calculated value for original "r-rays

has been adopted as the vaiue of op in Eq. (3) in the previous works.

        '
4: r=:29.5cm for the previous arrangernent (see ref. (1)) and rme30.2cm for the present case.
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    OR the other hand, the experimental e'fficiency of 159o' corresponds to the theo-

retical one for 13.5Mev r-quanta by Soneda's calculation (3). This estimation is

qualitative}y reasonab}e from. the viewpoint of degraded gamma rays, but the more
quantitative discussions for this point seem to be impossible at this stage of experiment.

    From the same reason as mentioned above, the experimental check of the calcula-

tion of the ethciency itself cannot be done too.

    But it was found that the ethciency of the calibrated r-monitor counter (Fig. 2)

was 25.49oi by Hough's inethod, and agrees we}l with the calculated value of 23!0o! for

Li-p r-rays within experimental errer. It rnust be noted here, however, that we
assumed all secondary electrons from the area of 20mm in diameter of the lead
converter to have entered i'nto the sensitive volume of the G-M tube (Fig. 2).

    The comparison between the experimental ancl theoretical efficiencies of a thick

walled r-ray counter is useful not only for the coryection of the cross sections of the

photo-nuclear reaction so far studied in ouy laboratory, but also for obtaining some

informations about the interaction of photons and eiectrons with mattey in bulk. More

accurate measurements are now in progress with improved arrangements.
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                                A?PENDIX

         Angu}ar Pistribution of Secondary Eieetrems by Lg-p r-rays

   The angular distribution of the pair electrons is given by Heitler (8) as follows :

           d(p ... - Z2 -fzL` P+P-dE+ sin O+ sin e-deÅÄdfi-dip.

                           fe3 q4                  1372n
                Å~{(E.tt•iin,2.g+s.),(4E2um-q2)ÅÄ(E7Jt-2-p-91/!I.2g,-::-bl-)-,-(4E?,.-q2)

                   +(E-21eiFgPha-,gi,neermtr)s(isg,e.-ios,.Åë,-Fe.)(4E.Em-ye2-2fe2)

                   -2fe2(E=-Pitr-3FZ:-)+-(Pi2.trnie,-.g,.v)}• (4)

with
                             q2 .,. (Ic-p+-pww)2.

Integrating this with respect to B.{. and ip-., and using following approximations:

                        (pt/Eth)2 << 1, (pt/E+)2 << 1,

                         P- == Eww, P. = E.,-,
                         e& << 1, Ie-E+ = E-,
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we obtain a simple formula as

                                      eM                         ddi == A{(pt/Ema)2-Fo-}2, 1

with  t A.. iilt27e2,EE-:-dE-de-, )

where

   Z: atomic B"mber, pt=moc2, k: r-ray energy,
   E+: positron energy, E-: electron energy,

   PÅÄ: positron momentumxc, P-: electron momentumxc.

   By the use of the above equation the angu}ar distributions
are plotted in Fig. 7.
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    Integrating Eq. (5) with respect to E- and em
O-vO.2 radian (equals to ll038') for E- and tiww respectively, we obtain an approxirnate

value of 17Å~10-2` cm2 and hence it is found that 95 per

by the pair creation are included in this angular
energy of 8Mev or,more are emitted at most within
the magnetic field, they are expected to enter into the sensitive volume of end-window

cognter and can be counted (see Fig. 8).
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    Since, furthermore, either of pair electrons must have the energy of about 8 Mev

or more, almost all electrons produced by the pair creation can be counted by the

                                                           'converter counter.

    On the other hand, about 13 per cent of the secondary eiectrons are produced by
the Compton scattering and also in this case it ls shown by the theory that the

majority of them are emitted witliin abont 140 with the energy of 8Mev or more

(see Fig. 9).

        A(P)

          ID
                               Åë dn-A(p)dp

        -g

         h         R         N O.5
        )'c-i"

        •e '8 Mev electron

            o lo 2o 3o 4o so 6,o 7o sp see
                              Angle of recoii eiectron

           Fig. 9. Recoi} electron angular distribution per unit scattering angle
                  of compton scattering by 17.5Mev 7-rays•

    Finally, since for the 14.8 Mev line of Li-p r-rays the simi}ar considerations seem

to be valid, it may be coRsidered that almost all secondary electrons produced by

Li-p r-rays are counted with converter counter.
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